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About This Game

Super Indie Karts is a classic retro '90s style karting game featuring a large curation of Indiegame karts and Indiegame themed
race tracks, in both the 16-bit flat Super style and the 64-bit low poly Ultra style. With Time Trials, Grand Prix, Splitscreen

GP, Quick Race, and Battle Modes there's plenty of ways to tackle the tracks!
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Indie Crossovers so far include: - ToeJam & Earl: Back In The Groove - Burrito Bison - Mutant Mudds - Runbow - Freedom
Planet - Teslagrad - Fist Of Awesome - Read Only Memories 2064 - Canabalt - Duck Game - Toto Temple Deluxe -

Knightmare Tower - Aegis Defenders - Shutshimi - Cross Code - Guacamelee! - and many more to come! With over 40 tracks
currently ready to race on, in 4 speed classes, plus mirror mode, there'll also be plenty of achievements and unlocks to keep you

drifting and burning pixel rubber 'till the pixelated billboard sun goes down!

With one foot firmly in the past, witness authentic '90s hardware limitations such as:

Super Style

 shockingly bad draw distance!

 fast, incredibly small, almost claustrophobic, tracks!

 trees and obstacles that pop up 5 yards in front of you!

Ultra Update

 increased draw distance and track area size!

 large open antigrav racetracks that corkscrew and loop-de-loop into the skies!

 more cranked up than a joypad with a double wedgie!

Retro Sensibilities

 World leading watermelon physics engine! (featuring Blast Processing!)

 1992 style screen curvature and motion blur! (optional)

 Indie Game crossovers you know and love, and some you don't yet know you love!

More info on the final game:
Play as some super Indie Game characters, coming to battle it out in some super Indie Game themed tracks! It might get a little
bumpy out there as there are plenty of weapons on the track to spin you out: Meloons, Exploding Pangapples, Slippy Gelatos,

Heat Seeking Loconuts, Giant Halloween Pumpkings, Mutant Tomms, and 3 different strength Chilli Boosts!

The game was KickStarted late in 2014 and is aimed for completion in early 2020. You don't have to wait until completion
though as you can join in now with Early Access! The EA game currently boasts over 30 characters, with 32 Super tracks, and 8

recently added Ultra (64) tracks, with 24 more tracks to come, to play Single Player or 2/3/4 Player Splitscreen in Grand Prix
mode (and in Mirror Mode) and in Time Trials. Battle Mode is currently locked out of the game as it's undergoing a serious

overhaul. More play modes, characters, and features will be added each month as the Early Access weeks drift on by.
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Title: Super Indie Karts
Genre: Indie, Racing, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
One Legged Seagull
Publisher:
One Legged Seagull
Release Date: 6 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2.5 GHz i5 dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Mid-range Graphics Card, Nvidia Geforce GT430 or equivalent

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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Written while game is still in early access mode.

I found the gameplay to be a blurry mess. even on the lowest cc play mode, the cluttered design made it unknown what i was
driving into. It was difficult to differentiate the power up boxes from the background and racing was tough on the eyes. The art
style is nice (which is why i downloaded it in the first place) but I couldn't race without a headache.. It really make realize just
how much you take games like Mario Kart and Sonic Racing for granted.. Great game has made a drastic changes since i
initially purchased. I think an area of tweaking should be drifting, this version of drifting reminds me of the first mario kart
released. Its a bit useless. The drifting can be either a powerful tool to gain momentum and advance players, or screw you on a
turn badly that all the CPUs pass you.

Another area of improvement can be the maps, it could be either the map being too short, or the karts going too fast, it needs
some balance of not to fast speed and enough distance so the tracks dont become quick and repetitive. That will take time of
course. Either way, this game has potential. First indie game kart racer. Id love to see its evolution down the road. Great game
and great idea developer, keep up the great work.. Fun throw back to the old kart games, has awesome Indie characters to
choose from. HARD it's not an easy game, either by design or just a buggy drift system but either way it's fun and challenging.
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